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We must act when currencies become misaligned
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More than six decades ago, representatives of 45 nations convened in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire,
to consider the devastating isolationist and “beggar-thy-neighbour” economics that contributed to the
second world war. Representatives agreed not to repeat the past. They designed policies and
institutions for mutual growth, development and prosperity.

These policies laid the foundation for today’s global economy. It is one of free trade and global capital
markets. It is an economy of nearly limitless potential, with new markets and partners offering
opportunities for American growth and jobs. Yet today, as in 1944, global economic growth is only as
good as the policies that guide it.

Last autumn, the four of us came together from different approaches to revamp US currency exchange 
rate oversight laws. We committed to address the longstanding concerns of American companies and 
workers, and to rethink our economic approach for today and tomorrow.

International currency exchange rate policies are contributing to global economic instability. Left
unaddressed they will continue to disrupt sustainable economic growth. Undervalued currencies make
the offending country’s exports unfairly cheap, keep US exports to that country unduly expensive and
contribute to harmful trade deficits, perilous current account surpluses, inflation and other unsustainable
trends. China’s renminbi is just the most recent example. Tomorrow it could be another economy’s
currency, with even more devastating effects.

Our common commitment created a new framework to address currencies that put US producers at a
disadvantage. It provides an innovative response to other nations’ policies that are both unfair and pose
a serious threat to the global trading system by violating the principles of the International Monetary
Fund and the World Trade Organisation.

Some believe that today’s challenges can be addressed by tweaking yesterday’s laws. We disagree.
Existing US currency oversight provisions were crafted two decades ago for a world economy that bears
little resemblance to today’s. The solution is to repeal these outdated provisions and replace them with
an approach that is firm but fair, targets no single country and is consistent with WTO rules. In line with
IMF standards, US policy should focus on currencies that are in fundamental misalignment, abandoning
the pejorative and accusatory term “manipulation” that was used. In line with WTO standards, US policy
should play by the rules of the international economy.

We have introduced legislation to do these things. Our bill requires the Treasury department to identify 
fundamentally misaligned currencies. Where explicit government policies drive the fundamental 
misalignment, Treasury must designate that currency for priority action. That will trigger immediate, 
mandatory consultations by the Treasury with that country to help get the misaligned currency back on 
track.

A little pressure can go a long wayto encouraging the right policies. If six months of consultations are
fruitless, we propose that the US suspend federal purchases of the country’s goods and services.
Prolonged stalemates could trigger the filing of a WTO dispute settlement case and spark consideration
of remedial intervention in currency markets to correct the misalignment.

Significantly, our bill seeks to shield US companies and workers from unfairly cheap imports from 
countries playing games with their currencies. We propose modernising US anti-dumping laws to 
account for currency undervaluation. This step alone could help save jobs, without violating our own 
international trade obligations.

The point of our bipartisan legislation is not to punish any one country, but to encourage all countries to 
follow international rules. When major trading partners intervene in the currency market to obtain unfair 
advantage, it hurts the US economy and undermines support for open international trade.

There is no one answer to America’s international economic concerns. Reducing the US trade deficit will
require boosting national savings, promoting US exports and investing in responsible healthcare and
energy policies. But up-to-date tools to enforce the rules of the international economy are critical to the
strength of US industry and the stability of the global economy. Congress should act to provide them.
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The writers are all US senators
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